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FROM THE
PRINCIPAL

“Encourage and support your kids
because kids are apt to live up to
what you believe of them.”
Lady Bird Johnson

Welcome to the 2017 issue of Upstream.

It is no understatement to say that every year is a big
year for the MGC Parents’ Association, this one to the
tune of around $60,000 raised, $95,000 distributed,
and countless hours committed by Co-Presidents
Gailean Hammond, Sallie Carman, and their team.

Recent world and political events show us that the
work in Girls’ Leadership that began at Melbourne Girls’
College in 1994 is very relevant today. Women are 35%
more likely to live in poverty than men; women who
need education often cannot afford it; women are
underrepresented in the Australian Parliament, with only
29% in the House of Representatives.

The key fundraisers are the Trivia Night in May (where
the PA is now looking at a profit of almost $20,000)
and the raffle, which is still to be drawn at the time
of writing, but looks like bringing in around $9,000
(thanks to Apple and Michael Kors).

Thank you to our excellent School Captains, Courtney
McKenzie, Ashley Hammond, Nell Crossett and
Communications Captain, Emma Ferguson, each of
whom exemplify the commitment and joy being a
Melbourne Girls’ student leader can bring. They have
inspired so many other girls to step up to leadership
roles, conduct whole school assemblies, lead school
tours and engage in positive causes.
It has been a year of review with a new Strategic Plan
developed to ensure we continue to innovate and
evaluate our program to meet the many challenges
to equality. A lens has been applied to languages,
S.T.E.A.M. and core subjects, and we have strengthened
our international links to support the global capabilities
and citizenship our students need.
At M.G.C. the global connections include the
International Student Program; exchange and study
tours; the Irish Listowel Writers Awards; the Confucius
Classroom and visits from international educators
based in The Netherlands, China and Indonesia. Our
own teachers’ professional and personal connections
provide many opportunities, as do our girls, hailing from
a wealth of different cultures.
Our links with The City Edge schools, Alliance of
Girls’ Schools, Skyline Education and the Invergowrie
Foundations, Rotary and The University of Melbourne
continue to mature, with each providing undreamed of
opportunities for our young people.
We wish all of our 2017 Year 12 students every success
for the future: whatever you achieve we are proud of
you and look forward to you joining our Alumni.
Finally, enormous gratitude to our magnificent students,
staff, parents, Parents’ Association, School Council and
community supporters. How fortunate we are.
I will leave you with this recently received reflection
from Mimi D’Orsignio, Communications Captain
2016 who is now studying at The Australian National
University in Canberra.

Left to right - Tip Kennedy, Andrew Arney (Assistant Principals), Karen Money
(Principal), Brent Houghton (Assistant Principal)

“Yesterday evening, I was lucky enough to attend
a talk by Gillian Triggs. She is an example of
groundbreaking female leadership, which is so
refreshing and reminds me to work harder and stand
taller for many of the values that MGC has instilled
in me. These values are often overlooked by parts
of our broader society. Thank you for all your hard
work, for facilitating the work of incredible teachers
and for supporting strong female leadership in a
variety of spheres.”
Karen Money
Principal, Melbourne Girls’ College
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PARENTS’
ASSOCIATION

In addition, the ‘engine’ is the Uniform Shop (managed
brilliantly by Robynne Smith), which raises around
$20,000 a year. (For those who don’t know, the shop is
open every Thursday during term and there is a big sale
on Year 7 Orientation Day, this year on December 12).
Where does all the money go? It is distributed
annually across two rounds following a rigorous grants
application and review process undertaken by the PA.
Recipients are big ticket items and small. Highlights in
2017 have included: A PA system for the music room,
two class sets of critical theory books for Year 11 and 12
English, mini whiteboards for the Maths Department,
and new sets of AFL and netball uniforms for the
Sports Program.

SCHOOL
COUNCIL

2017 was another busy and productive year for
the MGC Council, with the College continuing to
pursue key areas of focus, including developing
21st century skills in students (such as resilience and
STEAM capabilities), internationalising the College’s
policies and aligning the College’s priorities with
the Department of Education and Training’s 2016
Framework for School Improvement (FISO).
In particular, 2017 saw the College undertake its four
yearly review process, which was conducted with
broad input from members of the Principal Team,
staff, College Captains, Council and an independent
reviewer. Principally, the Review was directed to
ascertain the extent to which the College has been
aligned with the FISO; the extent to which the
College is meeting the diverse needs of its student
cohort, with a particular focus on gifted and talented
students; and the extent to which the College is
consistently implementing its teaching and learning
framework.

As well, the PA looks after events that are not
fundraisers as such, but that nurture and encourage a
sense of community within the school.
These include an International Womens’ Day event in
March (this year actor/director Maude Davey spoke),
a Father’s Day breakfast in the Gillard Centre (150 girls
with their fathers/grandfathers), and a Year 7 Welcome
Evening, which gives new parents the opportunity to
meet in the exciting first weeks of Term 1.
The association is always looking for new members –
the group meets once a month in the staff room and
is open to all. As well as a chance to support key and
valued fundraising efforts, it is a rare opportunity to
connect meaningfully with the sometimes remote
parallel school lives of our daughters.
MGC Parents’ Association

To those ends, the Review panel found student
achievement at the College to be consistently
high, compared to similar schools; that the College
is delivering against high expectations and is
well prepared for the next stage of its continuous
improvement.
Overwhelmingly, the Review was a positive and
valuable process and highlighted a number of issues
for future development. These issues will be the
subject of deeper consideration by Council in the
coming months and into 2018, and have informed
the 2017-20 Strategic Plan which is now available on
the College website.
Maya Narayan
School Council President
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If we teach today as we taught
yesterday we rob our children of
tomorrow.
Thomas Dewey 1939
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“If your actions inspire
others to dream more, learn
more, do more and become
more, you are a leader”
John Quincy Adams

LEADERSHIP

2017 College Captains Ashleigh Hammond, Courtney McKenzie, Nell
Crossett, Communications Captain Emma Ferguson and Ms Money

SCHOOL CAPTAIN REPORTS
Our journey as School Captains of Melbourne Girls’ College began with
a leadership conference at Bond University Queensland in early January.
The conference gave us the opportunity to meet and network with school
captains from across the country and brainstorm potential ideas to put into
action throughout the year. The first of these was our theme for the year:
“Good Vibes”. We aimed to encourage a positive mindset amongst the school
community and foster an inclusive culture across all year levels. We also
had the privilege of participating in the school review of the MGC Strategic
Plan, giving us the opportunity to represent our peers in discussion about
the school’s future. Part of this included the chance to speak on a question
panel at a State Schools Principals’ Conference, where we discussed student
leadership and agency to an audience of school principals from North West
Victoria.
Our greatest achievement this year is the creation of a new role to be added
to the senior school executive - Diversity Captain. The new role aims to
recognize under-represented groups within the school, including Spectra and
the International Student community. With the addition of this role in 2018 we
hope to encourage a greater sense of inclusion within MGC and continue to
foster an ever-growing leadership culture.

Tara and Jess Shine at the
Harmony Day Assembly

2017 Senior School Executive

2017 Middle School Executive

We are grateful for the many opportunities we have had this year and are
honoured to have represented our incredibly inclusive and inspiring school.
Thank you to everyone who has supported us along the way, in particular Ms
McDonald for being an amazing Leadership Director, and our hardworking
Communications Captain Emma Ferguson.
Ashleigh Hammond, Courtney McKenzie
& Nell Crossett - 2017 College Co-captains
Leadership is an integral part of the Melbourne Girls’ College community
and the student executives are at the heart of the school. The 2017 student
executives and all the captains and vice-captains should be very proud
of everything they have achieved over the year. A few of the many events
organized this year include the Activities Fair, wellbeing classes for Year 7s,
an amazing House Production, the Hippies vs. Hipsters Theme Day, the
extremely successful Open Day, the World’s Greatest Shave event and many
more. Meanwhile, throughout the year donations from casual clothes and
theme days provided funds for Moira, a local foundation that supports youth
and people living with a disability. It has been an honour to work with the
37 captains - from Years 8 to 12 and from a range of portfolios - and Ella
McDonald, our Leadership Director. We have seen every exec. member grow
as a leader and an individual and we hope that you have enjoyed the year! As
2017 ends, we wish the 2018 captains the best of luck!

Linh Nguyen, Veronique Villis, Eleanor Eyers, Claudia Mountjouris
and Lucy Skelton with Dr. Denise Baken at Melbourne Polytechnic

College and Middle School captains

The SRC captains and Mr Pretlove

Harmony Day fashion parade

Emma Ferguson - 2017 Communications Captain
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Ms Walkear and Claudia
Mountjouris at the Hippies vs.
Hipsters Assembly

Portfolio Assembly

Jade Leung
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My goal is not
to be better than
anyone else, but
better than I
used to be.

YEAR 11

Congratulations to our students on the completion
of a great year! It has been a busy year in the
Year 11 Study Centre and our students have been
involved in a variety of activities throughout 2017.
Well done to our students on their participation
and engagement in year level assemblies, study
skills sessions, wellbeing activities, sporting
achievements, the performing arts, the philanthropy
team, student leadership, the SRC and debating.
The Year 11 students have made a wonderful start
to their VCE and we are extremely proud of the
commitment and dedication that they have shown
toward their studies.
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YEAR 11

Formal

Strong is the new pretty.

YEAR 12

Formal

Keep your heels, head and standards high.
Coco Chanel
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NEW YORK & LA TRIP

With an incredible amount of bubbling excitement, the
trip began and ended. From the minute we stepped
off the plane to our final walk along Santa Monica Pier,
our group was wide-eyed and open-mouthed; always
amazed and impressed by what we saw. Each day
consisted of multiple trips to galleries and museums, lots
of amazing art and for some of us, a daily dose of coffee
or hot chocolate from the downstairs Deli. We were
challenged by what we experienced and everything that
we learned. What was particularly enriching was the
range of art that we saw.
One day we travelled to Beacon (a small town in the
state of New York) by train to view large sculptures and
art installations. On another day we walked the Highline
in the Chelsea district to get to the Whitney Museum to
be challenged and inspired by modern contemporary
artwork. On one particularly brisk morning, a small
group of us rose early for a coffee in Bryant Park in
Midtown so as to experience the subtleties of the city
without its usual wild rush. We managed to make our
way to Times Square without being caught in a swarm
of tourists, viewed a live recording of Good Morning
America, and saw Sarah Jessica-Parker getting ready
to film an episode of her new TV series. Now we know
the perks of getting up early in NYC! On top of this we
also took an Architecture walk around Midtown, visited
the Museum of the Moving Image in Queens and the
American Folk Museum.
Of course, there were many more galleries and
exhibitions that followed in both New York and LA,
and we were exposed to the beauty and versatility
of art in all its forms. We were given the best taste
of New York and Los Angeles any of us could have
asked for. Catching the subway under the streets of
Manhattan, getting to know how to use our Metro
cards and navigate our way around the streets... by
the end some of us were experts at remembering our
home subway stop, 42nd Street Bryant Park. In Los
Angeles, we wandered through a Mexican marketplace,
conquered the minor frustrations of TapCards (the LA
version of myki) and bought our fair share of books and
records. The trip gave us an opportunity to explore the
streets, dynamics and vibrancy of both cities, and more
importantly, the rich art culture that both have to offer.

The city seen from the
Queensboro Bridge is
always the city seen for
the first time, in its first
wild promise of all the
mystery and the beauty in
the world.
F.Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
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ENVIRONMENT

Pedal Cinema: Isa and Esther find Dori!

Pedal Cinema

Tree Planting
2017 has been a new frontier for the Environment
team. Whilst hosting our annual sustainability
events, we ventured deep into MGC’s and the
wider community’s current waste problems.
Drawing inspiration from the ABC’s insightful
documentary “War on Waste”, we began our own
battle against school waste. A series of initiatives
were implemented during the school year by the
dedicated Enviro team members as a foundation for
a continual improvement on waste management.
A ban on plastic cutlery at our Cafe, improvements
on our recycling system and an assembly aimed
at busting common waste misconceptions
have all helped raise awareness on our society’s
dependence on inessential waste-packaging.

Pedal Cinema: AYCC volunteers promoting
“Switched on Schools” program

Powerful pedalers pedaling power into our
batteries before the film begins

Pedal Cinema: Mr Vance works the
crowd

Elder Aunty Diane Kerr showing Year 7
students traditional Murnong harvesting

“What you do makes a difference, and you have to
decide what kind of difference you want to make.”
Jane Goodall

Tree Planting Day: Environment captains, Mr
Vance, Murnong Dave and Bunnings volunteers

Environment team mascots Lan Lan and Bo
Bo with some companions

Pedal smoothies

Tree Planting Day: Murnong Dave providing tips
on Murnong planting

The crowd enjoying karbon neutral karaoke on
Earth Hour Day
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Earth Hour Day: Karaoke singers
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Year Seven …in our own words:

The Giant Swing: a metaphor for Year 7

Enjoying Verbal Combat
Day One… “The bell rang … the girls had already
settled into the new school everyone had a smile from
ear to ear. The nerves from the first part of the day
had already disappeared.”
Catherine Brendish 7M2
Year 7 Camp… “We did lots of activities including mini
golf, giant swing, low ropes course, flying fox and so
much more … On the last night we had a talent quest
called “Red Faces”. Our judges came from places such
as Mars and Hogwarts.”
Tanysha Nolan 7C1

Bush dancing on Camp

A visit from Asphyxia…“Asphyxia inspired us to
create our own journals … a blank canvas, the start of
something new, an artwork in the making.”
Jade Johnson 7R1

Greece on Ancient Civilizations Day

Rome on Ancient Civilizations Day

Visiting the Melbourne Museum… “We got to inspect
artefacts and it was fun to try and figure out what
they were and … we could somewhat learn how the
people lived. Did you know that Melbourne was
nicknamed ‘Smelbourne’?”
Mia Rose 7M2
The Astrotour excursion…“It taught us about the
dynamics of how Mars was shaped and what the
planet looks like.”
Sonia Van Der Stam 7R1
Cross Country… “Out of the 49 students that
attended, 37 of us made it through to regionals.”
Maidie Spark 7M2

Red faces on Camp

Egypt on Ancient Civilizations Day

Caring About Our Digital Footprint …“What’s
shocking is that we give them full permission by
ticking ‘yes’ in the terms and conditions! Companies
purposely make the terms and conditions long and
confusing, so that (unless you’re a lawyer) you can’t
be bothered to read them.”
Jade Johnson 7R1
Murnong Day …“There are centuries of knowledge
wrapped up in the Murrnong. This is why MGC is
trying to restore this priceless symbol.”
Arushi Sen Chaudhuri 7M2

YEAR 7
China on Ancient Civilizations Day

Year 7 Public Speaking Competition …“We listened
to nine very persuasive people … The topics included
Racism, Homelessness, Smoking and Should drones
be used as couriers? “
Amelia Stroud 7M2
Verbal Combat Incursion… “Verbal Combat taught
….about being yourself and not living in someone
else’s shadow.
Amy Deller 7L2

Making friendships on Camp
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Design Technology in Year Seven … “We tried a vast
array of enjoyable crafts such as making soft toys,
salad servers, bag tags and wooden boxes. We have
the flexibility to choose different designs and colours
that suit our individual style.
Ellie Bellsmith 7R2

Forging bonds
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HOUSE PRODUCTION

“It’s Not the End of the World… or is it??”
LYONS
A very bad day

CHISHOLM
Natural Disasters

MARIS
Meteors

MELBA
Outbreak
20
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PERFORMING ARTS CURRICULAR

DANCE

MUSIC & DRAMA

Year 11 Music

Dance Like Nobody’s Watching

Year 11 Music

Year 12 Music

Year 12 Music

All the World’s a Stage
Year 11 Drama

Year 12 Drama
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PERFORMING ARTS CO- CURRICULAR
2017 was another busy year for MGC’s Choral
program, which kicked off with our Urban Camp
where students consolidated their repertoire,
culminating in a concert performance for their
parents. Other highlights included performing
at MGC’s Vocal Showcase, the Victorian Schools
Music Festival and Presentation Night. Thank you
to our Choir co-captains Felicity Edmondson and
Grace Rosebirch.

Sing like nobody’s listening

Our Acapella Choir successfully performed at
the AUS ACA Acapella National Championships
and performed at our Music Camp, Assemblies,
MGC’s Vocal Showcases and Presentation Night.
They also had a beatboxing workshop with
Richard Steighner from the USA.
Thanks to Ellyce Calder and Susan de Jong for
all of their hard work leading our vibrant vocal
program at MGC.

Showchoir

Piano Soiree

Music
Camp

The Instrumental program at MGC has again
had a busy year which included our Music
Camp in Term 1, performances at various
assemblies, String Soirees, Spring Soirees and
Piano Soirees.
A highlight of the year was our Saxophone
Quartet performing at Generations of Jazz in
Mount Gambier for the first time. They came
fourth in their section. Congratulations girls!
Thank you to Kat Halliday (Piano) Les Gyori
(Violin) Wen Chin (Cello and String Quartet
and String Ensemble) Andy Clarke (Guitar and
Soul Band) and Tony Hicks (Woodwind, Brass
and Band) for all of their hard work this year.
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If Music be the food of love, play on…
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Camille’s Journey, animation, Scarlett Kohane, VCE Media
Year 8 mural

VISUAL ARTS

Poster Design, Lillianne Lord, Year 12 VCD

Sleep, video, Lillianne Lord, VCE Media
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Jess Liu, Year 8 Art
Portrait, Carla Jones, Year 9 Photography

Collaborative charcoal reproduction
(Leonardo da Vinci, Madonna of the Carnation, 1478),
Year 10 Visual Arts
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Untitled Sculpture, Lila Zhang, Studio Arts Unit 4

Planometric Interior Design, Nadine Freschl Year 12 VCD

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

Katie Deng

Joanne Nguyen is interviewed at the International
Student Forum at Government House

Swimming carnival

2017 flew by for the MGC International
Student Program in a whirlwind of
international comings and goings,
excursions, camps, formals, SACS, homework,
competitions and friendships. Through the
course of the year we welcomed into the
program thirty five new students from China,
Vietnam, Brazil and Hong Kong, who joined
the sixty five strong cohort of girls currently
studying with us.

Playing close to your chest

Swimming carnival

Joanne & Luna survey the Government House
gardens

In really exciting news, this year saw the
development of MGC’s first ever student voice
for international students; the Diversity Team,
who will be electing their first captain for 2018!
The Diversity Team will act as a positive role
model for all minority groups within the MGC
community, increase awareness and educate
about inclusive behaviour and language.
Andrea Vo: Year 10
Outdoor Education Surf
Camp

At the end of this year we will see nineteen Year
12 students graduate, girls who have been with
us for up to three and a half years! It will be sad
to see them go, but we hope that they have
gained a solid foundation at Melbourne Girls’
College, from which they can take off towards a
bright and promising future.

Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can
change the world; indeed,
it’s the only thing that
ever has.

Harmony Day: Joyce Liu and Karen Luo

Harmony Day

American cultural anthropologist Margaret Mead
Al dente: Grace Ni

Susan Nguyen and Minh Duong among the
participants in the Northcote High School
International Student Public Speaking Competition

Tanya Schnyder and friends at Melbourne Girls’
College Human Powered Moonlight Cinema

Off to class: Cindy Li
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Joanne Nguyen & Luna
Liang at the International
Student Forum at
Government House

Minh Duong: second
place-getter, Northcote High
International Student Public
Speaking Competition

Isabela Panato
Mucke at the
swimming carnival

Swimming carnival

House Colours
Swimming Carnival ...keeping in the shade
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YEAR 8
Pedal Power Mascot

Cricket

From French to Chinese, Science to Health,
Humanities to Art…whatever the subject we
LOVE Year 8!

Innovate, create, activate. We are Year 8! This
is our fantastic Year 8 motto and this year we
have been using it as a guide to achieve and
thrive through Year 8.
Taylah Doherty & Amanda Kristanto
On Wellbeing Day it was so much fun being
back in our Houses. We made bracelets,
practiced mindfulness and meditation and
danced around the Yarra in a Silent Disco! It
was great to have a break from learning!
Maia Odgers and Zara Jozsa

Year 8s visiting Matthew Flinders for
the annual Friendship Day

We were new to MGC this year and found
it really easy to make friends. We have also
loved being involved in all of the sporting
opportunities.

Volleyball

Bethany Zmak and Zoe Bentley

Year 8 Wellbeing Day Maris

Being creative in Art

Year 8 Regional Netball Day

Year 8 Wellbeing Day Melba
Year 8 Wellbeing Day Silent Disco

Experimenting in Science

Year 8 Wellbeing Day Chisholm

Pedal Power
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Year 8 Wellbeing Day Lyons

Year 8 Wellbeing Day Meditation
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Icy water running,
Boots feel the crunch
Walking in a line,
Towards Craig’s Hut.

OUTDOOR
EDUCATION

I love to feel the breeze,
And to be out in the open,
To walk with our group,
And to feel just at home.
Looking across the field,
I feel in the moment,
I don’t usually write,
But the words keep flowing.
The deep conversations,
And the riddles along the way,
Keep the feelings of hurt and cold,
Hidden right away.

Year 11 Grampians Camp

I wish to keep the environment,
Free of unnatural things,
As I want to take my grandkids,
Up here to where birds sing.
Scroggin in my pocket,
A lighter pack to bear,
We head for home now holding
The memories we will share.
Year 10 - Anon

Year 10 Mt Stirling Hike Camp

Year 10 Angelsea Surf Camp

Year 11 Wilsons Promontory Camp

Year 9 Cathedral Ranges Hike Camp
32
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MATHS

MGC students participated in a variety of maths
game challenges throughout the year. Try the
following question from one of their challenges.

Square Garden
A square garden has an area of 400 square metres.
The minimum distance between apple trees is 5
metres.
The minimum distance between an apple tree and
the fence around the garden is 5 metres.
What is the maximum number of apple trees that
can fit in the garden?

Girls participating
at the Year 7 MAV
games day.

Year 7 MAV Maths
Games

MGC Annual Senior
Maths Games Day

MGC student adjudicators
at the MGC Maths Games
Day

Problem Solving at the
MGC Annual Senior Maths
Games Day

Answer: 20 m x 20 m = 400 m - 9 trees will fit in the garden.

34 34
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AUSTRALIAN

AIR FORCE CADETS
414 Squadron
2017 marks the twenty-first year of the cadet program at
MGC and the AAFC/AIRTC continues to offer opportunities
for cadets/students and staff.
In 2017 we have

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Had one of our largest intakes in many years
Paraded on Mondays after school, learning all sorts of
stuff from how to shine our boots to why does a plane
stay in the air
Held information nights for parents
Got equipped with three uniforms
Run a training camp at Point Cook/Laverton bases,
including going flying in a Piper Warrior and mingled
with cadets from around Victoria
Participated in the ANZAC Day Parade in the city
Been involved in the VRA Cadet Rogaining Challenge
Spent 3 days “in the bush” at Upper Beaconsfield
learning either how to camp and hide in the bush or
how to survive, including making our own shelter (and
sleeping in it)
Helped raise money for Legacy
Some cadets were selected to attend Promotion Courses
– JNCO & SNCO & CUO
Some did holiday camps, including GSTs at East Sale
RAAF Base and the LCDT Engagement camp at Laverton
(and nearby places)
Went on Summer Camp to finalize the year, go
Orienteering and High Ropes
Finished the year with our twenty-first Presentation
Dinner

Just another year of highlights in the cadet program
supported by the RAAF and the Advance Program. It is all
about personal challenge, personal growth and having lots
of fun with your mates!! Come join us in 2018 and find lots of
opportunities for fun, excitement and leadership!

The standard you walk past is the standard you accept.
David Hurley (Chief of the Defence Force)

Imogen & cadets
Fixing your tie
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Tree Adventure

Group H & staff

Summer Biv Mud
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REFLECTIONS
& ASPIRATIONS

YEAR 10

Year 10 Outdooor Education Surf Camp
Year 10 Camp: Emma Boyce

If we don’t clean up
our act the future
may not happen.
Year 10 Camp: Ella Taylor, Freya Humphery,
Tiffiny Argyropoulos and Coco Smith

Year 10 Outdoor Education: Zoe O’Dwyer,
Elan Cotter and Chloe Cranage

I love it when I see
families happily
together.
Year 10 Outdoor Education: Ruby Sutherland, Hayley
Turnbull, Eliza Reed, Eve Otteraa & Laura Smith

Year 10 Camp: Initiatives

I will teach my
children to be kind.
Year 10 Camp: Beach walk

I want to be the
kind of woman who
stands up for what
she believes.

Year 10 Cross Country: Emily Cumming,
Florence Webb, Venezia Naylor, Abby Jensen
and Molly Sharrock

Year 10 Camp: Naomi Tombolato

Girls need more than
just attention. We
want freedom, power
and respect.

Miranda Moloney

Abbey Jensen and Emily Convey

Year 10 Camp: Flying Fox

Feminism means
freedom for all
people, men and
women.
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Emily Dunning

Anika Nock

Macy Wong
& Olivia Whyte

Year 10 Camp: Raft Making

Jessie Radda
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A Taste of
FOOD TECHNOLOGY
at MGC
No one is born a
great cook, one learns
by doing!
‘Food Technology has taught me not only about
food but about the friendships which come with
food. I am proud of my food knowledge growth and
cooking skills development and I am keen as a bean to
continue my food journey next year.’
Annie Coleman, Year 11

‘Throughout the year in VCE1/2 Food Studies I have
learnt so much: from the Hunter Gatherers and cuisine
around the world to Aboriginal foods and marketing
and labelling. During these many lessons, I have
gained new knowledge, new cooking skills and have
had a lot of fun overall! I highly recommend it as a
subject, and although it’s not the hardest subject it is
so much fun and really worthwhile.’
Min Marriott, Year 10

‘Food tech is a great class as it provides an
opportunity for learning in an alternate way. It’s my
favourite class.’
Ruby Bull, Year 11
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ROWING

The 2016/17 season was filled with challenges,
triumphs, and the improvement that comes from nine
months of hard work and school days that either start
or finish in the dark. The commitment from our rowers
and their families was rewarded at the Head of School
Girls Regatta in Geelong where we finished fourth
overall by reaching 13A finals and, just as importantly,
every athlete showed the true spirit of being an MGC
rower as they strove for greatness.
A few weeks after HOSG, our Senior Firsts and
Seconds flew to Sydney for the National Rowing
Championships where they tested themselves
against the best rowers in the country, placing sixth
and twenty-fourth in Australia respectively. This is
an incredible achievement and yet, in true MGC
fashion, our rowers are making plans to do even
better in 2018. Congratulations to Steph Burgess on
an outstanding first year as Director of Rowing at the
MGC Rowing Club.
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YEAR 9

Anastasia & Olive

PE Games - Viva & Molly

Eleanor & Xara

It’s hard to believe that it’s almost three
years since we first walked through the front
gates at Melbourne Girls’ College. At that
point in time we all felt excited and nervous,
wondering if we’d fit in to our new school.

Rose

Now, three years on, we are at the top of
the middle school and know MGC is a place
where we all feel included and have a strong
sense of belonging.
Year 9 Dance: shy & retiring Year 9 girls

Year Nine has provided us with some amazing
opportunities to learn and experience new
things. Some highlights from the year include
having to produce and perform a comedy
routine in front of our peers and teachers.
Whilst it took many of us out of our comfort
zone, the performances ended up being
hilarious and entertaining.

Monica: footballer in the making

The other key highlight was our City
Experience. With 250 girls let loose on the
streets of Melbourne with full independence,
it added up to a whole lot of fun! Over
those eight days we learnt a lot more about
ourselves, our classmates and the marvellous
city we live in.

Year 9 PE: Ready for class

Sass & Florence: relaxing in the park

After a fantastic time in Year Nine, and having
made some big decisions about our subjects
for Year 10, we are looking forward to moving
into the Senior School.
Eliza Comerford

Athletics: discussing the race

Darcy: the ultimate athlete
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Athletics: changing the baton

Swimming Sports: Year 9 rocks the Zumba

Sophie’s stand up routine

Year 9 Girls: ‘ladies with an attitude’

Keisha - This is how it is done
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Emma & Claudia - Comedy Night
Routine

Anya’s stand up routine
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ATHLETICS

The best way to get to the top, is to get off your bottom.
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SWIMMING

2017 RESULTS
Chisholm
Melba		
Maris		
Lyons		

821
538
514
433

Turn your idols into rivals.
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Year 12 Study Centre

Camp

Hayley & Sarah

Ally Jarman

Manon, Alannah & Esther

Athletics

Swimming

Alannah, Mia & Esther

Bee & Isabella

YEAR 12

2017 was a year like no other. Our journey started
at Federation University in Ballarat where we
focused on study tips to get us through the year
and heard advice from past students about the
journey we were about to embark on. Heading
back to school we hit the ground running with
SACs and school work!

Getting ready for a big race!

The Big Red Car with Thisuri,
Zena, Olivia & Katy

Olivia & Scarlet

The middle of the year bought the completion
of the GAT and the Formal. Later the Year
12 jumpers created a blaze of colour in the
corridors, inspiring awe and envy from the lower
year levels.

Dame Francesca

Naomi, Abbey & Sarah

Kerry & …

Lily, Grace, Lara & Bess with
their game face on

We try to keep our focus on the end of year
exams but as the year’s end looms we are filled
with nostalgia about finishing high school.
Even while anticipating our post-school journey,
we know that memories of MGC will remain
forever in our hearts!
Lizzie & Claudia
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Year 12 Opening Ceremony
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S.T.E.A.M.

A robot obstacle course

Lego space challenge

2017 has been an extremely busy
year in the world of S.T.E.A.M. The
STEAM Room has proven popular for
our “Come and Play” sessions on a
Monday lunchtime, particularly the
Virtual Reality programs which have
allowed students to practice working
in a variety of careers, fight off alien
invaders and leap tall buildings in a
series of small jumps. We have also
held a number of “Come and Learn”
sessions on how to 3D print, make
computer games, green screen videos,
program robots and much more.

Our students have travelled far and wide on
wonderful excursions, incursions and camps,
including:

•

•

•

Year 7 students completed a short
robotics program in our STEAM room
and Year 10s have been coming to
design their own sustainable islands.
A number of other learning areas have
been using the technology for projects.

•

Robot raceway

•

Space Camp - Winning Team

•

Our first-ever STEAM camp to the
U.S Space and Rocket Centre’s Space
Academy, with twenty students
participating in missions, flying rockets,
experiencing low gravity, indoor
skydiving and visiting Disneyworld.
Meeting Mars One astronaut candidate
Dianne McGrath at a Science Week
lunch, where she delivered a talk about
what it takes to be considered for this
amazing adventure.
Participating in Day of STEM events
where we were visited by CSIRO chief
scientist, Dr Anita Hill and participated
in a webinar with top space scientists
from across Australia.
Competing in the Junior Space Design
and FIRST Lego League competitions
which has required hours of preparation
and practice.
Attending the Girls in Physics breakfast,
the NAB Women in IT program, the
Cyber Games 2017 event.
Contributing to the highly successful
Maths Pi Day and Science Week events.

VR in action
Robotics

Sustainable island design

Sustainable island design

Year 7 robotics
Lexie and Cameron ready for take-off!

CSIRO chief scientist DR Anita Hill visited the College for the DAY of STEM event… and bought hoodies!

People who are crazy enough to
think they can change the world
are the ones who do.

Steve Jobs
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Playing basketball underwater (with a bowling ball)
at Space Camp, Alabama

Arrival at Space Camp, Huntsville, Alabama.

Science Week lunch with Mars ONE
astronaut Dianne McGrath.

Steve Morrill
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HUMANITIES

PHILOSOPHY

Original painting of Soctrates drinking the hemlock

I cannot teach
anybody anything.
I can only make
them think.
Socrates
ANZAC Day Schools Commemoration

Year 10 Philosophy students had fun reconstructing the famous painting of Socrates drinking the hemlock.

Year 8 Incursion Mana Spirit of Polynesia

Ancient Civilizations Day

What an exciting year of Humanities at MGC!
A number of events have taken place over this
busy year, including excursions, performances,
incursions and guest speakers. The Humanities
captains, Eva Brightling and Florence Honybun,
have done a terrific job in attending and
organizing events such as the ANZAC Day
Schools Day Commemoration. Many thanks
to the Humanities Captains for hosting MGC
alumni: Erika Codognotto during Law week and
Edwina Dixon during Global Money week. We
are also grateful to our dedicated Humanities
teachers for making the year so enriching for
students of Humanities in Years 7 – 12.

Philosophy is all about thinking critically about
the big issues in life. This year in Philosophy
the girls tackled a wide range of fascinating
philosophical issues such as how best to live,
whether the mind and body are separate,
and the ethical implications of modern
biotechnology.
This year also saw the return of Philosophy
Club, which has been well attended by students
across all year levels. Philosophy Club has been
an excellent opportunity for the girls to come
along at lunch time and engage in philosophical
discussions. All are welcome!

ANZAC Day Schools Commemoration

An unexamined
life is not worth
living.
Socrates
Below: Enthusiastic philosophers
expound upon the value of studying
Philosophy to Year 9 students

Year 8 NGV Excursion
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Year 8 NGV Excursion

Learning about Human Rights

Ancient Civilizations Day

“Philosophy helped me find a moral compass and inspired many of us to find meaning
in our world. The philosophers we learn about are still relevant to today.”
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FRENCH

Sally presents Monaco’s position statement

Year 11 at ACMI

Discussion during the caucus with Switzerland (aka Camberwell Grammar)

Senior French cinema excursion:

Year 10 French Trivia Evening:

« Réalisé par Olivier Babinet, Swagger nous
plonge dans les vies troublées de onze
adolescents qui grandissent dans l’un des
quartiers les plus défavorisés de France; les
banlieues de Paris. En déployant un réseau
de rencontres entres les ados, ils échangent
avec nous leurs loisirs, leurs inspirations, leurs
difficultés, leurs buts, leurs secrets et leurs
espoirs. En plus, on partage avec eux des
rigolades et des moments de joie mais parfois
leurs douleurs. Souvent les vraies situations de
beaucoup de Parisiens se présentent, ce qui est
radicalement différent des cartes postales de la
tour Eiffel éclatante. […] »

The French trivia night was really fun. It was such
a great experience to practise French in a relaxed
environment along with students from other
schools and delicious food. The great variety of
trivia categories and games allowed us all to have
a go and play to our strengths.
Nyah Seelig-Schattner, Year 10
Jenna with Mr Kohlman at the Vic Premier’s Awards
Tess, Sally and Stella represent Monaco

Posy, Year 11
« Swagger était un film véridique et a donné
une idée de la vie de 11 jeunes vivant dans la
banlieue parisienne. Filmé et dirigé avec intimité
et amour, le film englobait l’inspiration et le
désir des jeunes. De temps en temps égaré par
le genre documentaire classique, Swagger nous
a vraiment permis de voir le monde à travers les
yeux des autres. C’était frais. C’était différent.
C’était une expérience éveillante. »

Year 10 French students at the crêperie “Roule Galette”, Carnegie

Isabelle, Year 11
Year 10 students at the trivia night
Year 10 at ACMI

French Model United Nations
conference:
On Tuesday 25th of July, three of us participated
in the Mock French UN representing the country
of Monaco. It was a full day event and many VCE
students from across Victoria attended. We were
asked to address the refugee crisis in Europe and
create a plan for our designated country. I found
the day an extremely valuable experience and the
many different levels of French were very useful.
It also boosted my confidence because I was able
to keep up and fully comprehend other students.
I also liked how everyone got involved and
expressed their own opinions and their country’s
particular perspective on the issue. I recommend
this program to upcoming French students, and
wish I could do it again!
Tess Palamara, Year 12

Alliance Française Berthe
Mouchette competition:
Congratulations to the thirty-six Year 11 and 12
students who participated in the senior Berthe
Mouchette competition, involving an oral
interview as well as a written paper. Special
congratulations to our two finalists in the speaking
competition, Milly Li and Emma Ferguson.
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CHINESE CULTURAL
DAY
A winning team at Hanyuqiao Speaking
Competition.

Pin the nose on panda.
Principal Karen Money speaks at the Chinese Consulate in Melbourne.
This year is the year of the Rooster in the Chinese Lunar
Calendar. MGC Chinese students celebrated Chinese
Cultural Day on August 8. This is because number eight
often symbolizes good fortune.

Miss Bao sings Kun Opera.

This Taichi Master is really good!

Evanah Shroff (right) in Global Villiage
Bilingual Competition finals.

In the opening session, our Principal Karen Money
and guest speaker Blaze Puksand made inspirational
speeches. As one of our Chinese Language students
wrote in her reflection: ‘the guest speaker gave me a
lot of ideas about what I want to do for my career after
learning Chinese. ‘
MGC Chinese Language students were thrilled by their
fellow students’ performance at this year’s Cultural Day.
The dance and the musical performances created an
enjoyable and cheerful atmosphere. Year 11 student,
Maxine Wong, performed a fan dance and Matilda
Smithers played a cello piece known as the Chinese
Romeo and Juliet. International student Ciara Cai sang
a beautiful Chinese song accompanied by Cissy Cao
on piano. Our Year 8 students performed three Chinese
songs. The Year 10 students’ performance impressed Ms
Julia Gong, director of the Confucius Institute and she
invited them to sing the song at the Victorian Chinese
Cultural Day at Melbourne Town Hall a month later.

Mrs Elliott’s Chinese First Language
students greet Chinese visitors.

Katherine Jessop visits a Chinese school
when she is on her trip to China.

The students all enjoyed the cultural day activities: tug
of war, paper cutting, go gotcha, pin the nose on the
panda and kicking the shuttlecock games were among
the most popular activities. Everyone received a prize at
the end of the day!

CONFUCIUS
CLASSROOM

Miss Hang and our Chinese Cultural Day
MCs Sam and Marisa.

Alisha Chui, Evanah Shroff and Hannah Ross
enjoy Chinese New Year Gala at Melbourne
University!

Rather than approaching the edge of the waters and
admiring the fish, it’s better to take a step back, and
prepare to cast a net over the waters and catch the fish.
Scary! Singing Chinese song in front of 1,700
students at Melbourne Town Hall.

Do something harder!

Ciara Cai is the
singing talent!

from Han Shu (the history of Han Dynasty of China)
Rather than approaching the international
environment and admiring the opportunities China
offers, it’s better to take a step ahead, and prepare by
learning about Chinese language and culture.

Year 8 excursion to the Chinese Museum.

Reflection from Confucius Classroom teachers

Romina loves to sing Chinese songs!
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I want to have a go!

Go Gotcha!

Year 11 girls show their paper cutting skills.
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WELLBEING

SPECTRA

Wear it Purple Day SPECTRA Stall; Annabelle Dawson, Jacqueline Waters, Beth Allen (August)

Year 7 Verbal Combat Production

Since 2015, SPECTRA has worked to provide a
safe and inclusive space within Melbourne Girls’
College for allies and members of the LGBTQI+
community.

2017 has been a terrific year for Wellbeing
at MGC. Mindfulness has become an
important part of our positive school
culture. We have embraced a daily
opportunity for students and staff to
practice this skill through the scientifically
supported Smiling Mind program.

Meditation at Year 8 Wellbeing Day

2017 saw us raise $1075.75 for the Minus18
Foundation on the SPECTRA-run casual
clothes day for the International Day Against
Homophobia and Transphobia. Wear It Purple
Day was also a success: students throughout
the school wore purple accessories in support of
LGBTQI+ youth. Finally, the SRC Congress saw the
passing of a motion to add shorts to the uniform,
providing options for students in the summer.

This year we also welcomed powerful
presentations from the Resilience Project,
with the goal to build resilience, gratitude
and empathy in students to harness their
mental wellbeing. We have continued to
build on the Wellbeing programs in all
year levels, with students participating
in mindfulness knitting, self-defence
activities, community charity projects, yoga
and a silent disco.

We look forward to welcoming new faces to the
group in 2018!

All of our work is dedicated to building
a program that supports students to
maintain a positive state of mind and
develop tools to overcome challenges.
We look forward to the opportunities to
practice mindfulness, gratitude, empathy,
kindness and resilience in 2018!

Day of Silence; Jacqueline Waters (April)

Flying the Rainbow Flag (June)

Arabella, Year 7, with Hugh van Cuylenburg from the Resilience Project

Wellbeing is attained by little and little, and
nevertheless is no little thing itself.
Zeno of Citium

Year 7 Verbal Combat Production

IDAHOBIT Day SPECTRA stall; Thea Fleet, Charlie Goldberg, Beth Allen, Hannah Willoughby, Alex Dolan, Jacqueline Waters, Tallulah McCuaig,
Lilith Armstrong, Annabelle Dawson (May)

Order in the gay court!
Silent
60 Disco at Year 8 Wellbeing Day

Alex Dolan
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AEROBICS

INTERSCHOOL
SPORT

2017 has been a memorable year for the MGC Aerobics team. For the second
year running we won both the Victorian Secondary AeroSchools School of the
Year and Australian AeroSchools School of the Year! Throughout 2017 over
100 students have been involved in the High Performance and Recreational
Programs and we had 26 girls qualify for the Victorian Aerobics State Team.

Intermediate Soccer Team: Division Finals

Our amazing athletes are dedicated, not only to the sport but to our club.
They model true sportsmanship and have enjoyed developing friendships
through the aerobics community. We are so proud of each and every girl and
look forward to the future success in 2018.

Only those
who can see the
invisible, can do
the impossible.
Year 7 Basketball Semi final: Giselle Mazloum shoots

What we have learnt in our time doing
aerobics is that if you go out there and
give a routine your best shot but don’t
do as well as you hoped you would
results-wise, it doesn’t really matter,
as long as you were happy with your
performance on the day.
Bethany Smith

Year 7 Basketball: Division Grand Final

Millie Smithers drives to the basket

4 x 50m Medley Relay State Champions: Olivia Mitchell, Tess
Haslam, Heidi Morris and Ciara Walsh

Kiara Ciancio-Knauer lines up a freekick
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High Jump Regional Champion: Annie Vasili

Year 8 Soccer Team: Back to Back State Silver Medallists
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